In order to counter the spread of COVID-19 epidemic, the Decree of the President of the Council of Ministers issued on 07.08.2020 and the Ordinance of Ministry of Public Health dated 12.08.2020, with regard to entry into Italy, have established that:

- all natural persons who in the 14 days prior to the entry into Italy, have stayed or passed through into states or territories referred to in C, D, E and F the lists, Annex 20, even if asymptomatic, are obliged to immediately communicate their entry in Italy to the Department of prevention at the competent local health unit (ASL) of the entrance district, and are subject to health surveillance and fiduciary isolation for a period of fourteen (14) days at their dwell or house as specified in this statement. In case of COVID-19 symptoms onset, it is mandatory to report this situation immediately to the Health Authority through the pertinent telephone numbers;

- if it is not possible to reach dwell, house or residence indicated as the place where the surveillance period or fiduciary isolation should take place, natural persons must communicate it to the local health authority, which informs immediately the Regional Civil Protection that, in coordination with the Department of Civil Protection of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers, determines how and where to carry out surveillance healthcare and fiduciary isolation, with expenses borne exclusively by people subjected to the aforementioned measurement;

- in derogation from the provisions of the previous point, exclusively for proven working needs, absolute urgency or situations of necessity, health reasons and for a maximum time not exceeding 120 hours; natural persons entering Italy, are obliged to immediately communicate their entry in Italy to the Department of prevention at the competent local health unit (ASL) of the entrance district and must submit a formal statement to the air company upon boarding, pursuant to Law art. 46, 47 of the Decree of the President of the Republic December 28, 2000, n. 445, specifying in detail what the proven reason and duration of the permanence in Italy; dwell, house or residence address in Italy; private vehicle used to go from the place of landing/arrival to the abovementioned address; telephone (eventually mobile) number to receive communications during the permanence in Italy. At the end of such mentioned period, it is mandatory to leave Italian territory, otherwise sanitary surveillance and fiduciary isolation must start and last for the next 14 days at the address declared, and in the event of COVID-19 symptoms’ onset, it is also obligatory to report this situation immediately to the Department of prevention at the competent local health unit (ASL) through the pertinent telephone numbers and start fiduciary isolation while health authorities are taking actions for the specific case;

- in case of land transport, transit in the Italian territory is authorized, also to the purpose of going to another State (EU or non-EU), by private or personal vehicle, with the obligation to immediately communicate the entry in Italy to the Department of prevention at the competent local health unit (ASL) relative to the entrance district, and, in the case of onset of COVID-19 symptoms, to report this situation promptly to the Health Authority through the telephone numbers specifically dedicated. The maximum period of stay in Italy is 36 hours. In case of exceeding of this period of stay, it is mandatory to communicate and submit health surveillance and fiduciary isolation.

- in case of air transport, passengers in transit with final destination in other EU or non-EU country are required to communicate to the air company the reasons for the travel and length of stay in Italy, the last destination together with the identification code of the ticket and the vehicle used at such purpose, as well as a phone (eventually mobile) number. In in the event of COVID-19 symptoms onset, it is mandatory to report it immediately to the Department of prevention at the competent local health unit (ASL) through the pertinent telephone numbers and to submit isolation as for the measures provided. The aforementioned passengers in any case must not move away from the airport areas specifically intended for them;

- The aforementioned provisions do not apply to:
  a) crew and travel staff;
  b) traveling employees;
  c) to citizens and residents of the countries referred to in the A, B, C, D lists, Annex 20 who enter Italy for proven work reasons, except those who in the previous 14 days have stayed or passed through the countries referred to in C and F list, Annex 20;
  d) healthcare personnel entering Italy to practice professional healthcare, including the temporary practice pursuant to Law art. 13 D.L. 17.03.2020, n. 18;
  e) cross-border workers entering and leaving the national territory for proven work reasons and the consequent return to their dwell, house or residence;
  f) staff of companies with registered or secondary offices in Italy who travels abroad with proven working needs that doesn’t exceed 120;
  g) movements to and from the Republic of San Marino or the Vatican City State (A lists, Annex 20);
  h) officials and agents of the European Union or international organizations, to diplomatic agents, to diplomatic administrative and technical staff, to consular officials and agents;
  i) pupils and students who attend a study course in a State other than that of residence, home or dwell, to which they return every day or at least once a week.

- In any case it is allowed:
  a. The entry into the national territory of citizens of the States referred to in art. 4, paragraph 1 letter f), of the above mentioned D.P.C.M. issued on 07 August 2020 and their family members as provided for by art. 2 and 3 of Directive 2004/38 / EC.
  b. The entry into the national territory of third-country nationals residing for a long period according to Directive 2003/109 / EC as well as third-country nationals who have the right of residence from other European provisions or from national legislation and their respective family members;
  c. the entry into the national territory of third-country nationals residing in the countries referred to in list D, annex 20 of the D.P.C.M 07 August 2020.
Upon entry into Italy from the countries referred to in the C, D, E and F lists, Annex 20 of the D.P.C.M. issued on 07 August 2020, the obligation of health surveillance and fiduciary isolation applies in the manner referred to in Article 6 of the above mentioned D.P.C.M 07 August 2020.

People entering the national territory and who have stayed or transited in the previous fourteen days in Croatia, Greece, Malta or Spain are obliged to:

a) show the carrier or anyone deputed to check the certification to have undergone, in the 72 hours prior to the entering national territory, a molecular or antigen test, by means of a swab with a negative result;
b) undergo a molecular or antigenic test, by means of a swab, upon arrival at the airport, where possible, or within 48 hours of entry, at the relevant Health department, with the obligation of fiduciary isolation at their home or residence while waiting to carry out the test.

FORMAL STATEMENT PURSUANT TO LAW DPR N. 445/2000 ART. 46, 47

Being aware of the aforementioned information, the undersigned (surname name) ____________________________________________________________________________, born on ___/___/_____, in ________________________________ residence (city, address) ________________, living in (city, address)__________________________, identification document and number ______________-___________, issued by ____________, on ___/___/_____, phone number ____________________, and also aware of criminal consequences in case of false information given to a Police Officer as provided by Criminal Law (art. 495 C.P.)

HEREBY DECLARES UNDER ITS OWN LIABILITY

• to be not subjected to quarantine measures and to have not tested positive for COVID-19 virus (except when the movements are provided by health Authorities);
• the movement started from (address) _______________ ______________________ __________________________________________________________________________

• to have knowledge of the current contagion containment measures, and not to have stayed or transited in the 14 days prior to entry into Italy in Armenia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Chile, Kosovo, Kuwait, Northern Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Oman, Panama, Peru, Dominican Rep., Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania and Colombia.

• to be aware of the sanctions provided for by D.L. n. 19, 23.03.2020, art. 4, law n°35 22.05.2020;
• to be:
  o a passenger arriving or in transit from Croatia, Greece, Spain or Malta, and to be negative after molecular/antigenic test already done within the 72 hours prior to arrival in Italy;
  o a passenger arriving or in transit from Croatia, Greece, Spain or Malta who shall carry out the molecular/antigenic test by means of a swab within 48 hours at the relevant Health Department upon arrival in Italy, with the obligation of fiduciary isolation while waiting to carry out the test at home or residence at________________________________________

that the movement is due to:

• working needs;
• absolute urgency;
• health needs;
• study needs;
• family of residents of E.U., of signatory countries of the Schengen Agreement, of Andorra, of Principality of Monaco, of Republic of San Marino, of Vatican City State, of Great Britain and Northern Ireland UE and third-country nationals residing for a long period according to Directive 2003/109 / EC.

In this regard, the undersigned declares __________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Check Date, Time and Place __________________________________________

DECLARANT                 POLICE OFFICER